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Distinguishing 
Strengths

2e Students Complex 
Challenges



THEME 
ONE

•Enrichment 
opportunities that 
offer rich, 
challenging 
learning can make 
a profound 
difference in the 
lives of students 
(even when they 
participate for 2-3 
hours each week). 



When teachers use 
enrichment and 
strength-based 
approaches to learning 
and extend these to all 
children, learning is 
more engaging and 
enjoyable and all 
students are able to 
make continuous 
progress.

Theme Two



THEME THREE
The use of creative and 
joyful teaching and the 
arts does not result in 
lower test scores! 
Rather, achievement 
scores INCREASE 
when we use creative 
teaching methods and  
enrichment pedagogy.





THEME FOUR
The most important 
predictors of subsequent 
high creative productivity for 
academically talented 
students are the creation 
and enhancement of their 
interests, the development 
of their task commitment, 
and learned positive reaction 
to challenge, including in the 
arts



Developing Gifts and 
Talents …

• In Certain People
• Under Certain 

Circumstances
• At Certain Times

The 3-Ring Conception of 
Giftedness
(Renzulli, 1978)
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Environment 
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EXPLORATORY 
ACTIVITIES
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GROUP 
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TYPE III
INDIVIDUAL & SMALL 

GROUP INVESTIGATIONS OF 
REAL PROBLEMS

Renzuli, 
1977



Regular 
Classroom

Enrichment Learning and Teaching
TYPE I 

GENERAL 
EXPLORATORY 

ACTIVITIES

TYPE II 
GROUP 

TRAINING 
ACTIVITIES

TYPE III
INDIVIDUAL & SMALL GROUP 

INVESTIGATIONS OF REAL PROBLEMS

Environment        
In General 

The Schoolwide Enrichment Model
Joseph S. Renzulli & Sally M. Reis

www.gifted.uconn.eduService Delivery Components

Comprehensive Strength Assessment Portfolio

Curriculum Modification Techniques

The Regular 

Curriculum The 

Enrichment 

Clusters
The Continuum 

of Special  

Services

Resources

•
Strength-Based 

Identific
ation Instruments

•
Curriculum  Materials 

( SEM-R; Mentoring

Mathematical Minds

(Project M3, M2)

•
Staff Development

Training Materials

•
Evaluation

Instruments

•  Renzulli L
earning System

School Structures
The

Organization

al Model

ThePedagogical Model



ENRICHMENT
Art with Gumdrops

https://youtu.be/lUhX95FA1Z8

“Primary Colors”

https://www.hartfordschools.or
g/enroll/school-directory-2/dr-
joseph-s-renzulli-gifted-and-
talented-academy/

https://youtu.be/lUhX95FA1Z8


What is Talent Development? 
Planned and purposeful integrated 
instructional processes and steps 
designed to attract, develop, motivate, 
and engage students. The goal of talent 
development is to develop creative, 
high-performing, happy, engaged 
students that use their talents to make 
the world a better, safer, beautiful, 
greener, and more peaceful planet.
Schools Should be Places for 
Talent Development. 



Talent Development Shapes
lEducational experiences 
lNon-intellectual characteristics 

(task commitment, curiosity, 
creativity)

lCollege and careers
lContinued desire for creative 

outlets throughout education 
and life



The Type III interests of students affected their 
post-secondary plans. In many cases, their career 
interests were a synthesis of their early Type III 
interests as young children, leading to . . . 
Type IV--life and career choices based on interests.
(Hebert, Westberg, Reis, etc)

.



“Growing” Interests
Marcia Delcourt found that:

Students made meaningful 
contributions in Type III 
projects.

….had a sense of pride and 
accomplishment.

…. developed expertise and 
confidence in becoming an 
adult creative producer.
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l Exposure and Interest 
Development (Type 1)

l Training and 
Methodological 
Assistance (Type II)

l Independent or Small 
Group Investigations 
of Problems or 
Interests (Type III)



Type IEnrichment  All Students



Type IEnrichmentFollow-up
Interested Students



Theme Four
The most important 
predictors of subsequent 
high creative productivity 
for academically talented 
students are the creation 
and enhancement of their 
interests, the development 
of their task commitment, 
and learned positive 
reaction to challenge, 
including in the arts



Eric, today! 
Despite initial skepticism by entrenched 
CCD manufacturers, his CMOS image 
sensor technology is now used in almost 
all cell-phone cameras, many medical 
applications such as capsule 
endoscopy and dental x-ray systems, 
scientific imaging, automotive safety 
systems, DSLR digital cameras and 
many other applications.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Camera_phone
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Capsule_endoscopy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_camera


Will this 
be on the 
Test?



Creative Productivity—What it Does



Larry wore his medal to school for a week after 
winning regional honors in the National History 
Day competition…
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National Geographic Bee
School Level Competition

State Level Competition

Enrichment Clusters



Jacob Komar, Founder and CEO of 
Computers for Communities, Inc. and a 

Davidson Scholar
Jacob Komar, age 13, from 
Burlington, CT, created 
“Computers for Communities, 
Inc.” in order to help close 
the digital divide. Four years 
ago he observed that well-off 
families had computers but 
those who were poor did not. 
He and other friends were 
able to rebuild and give away 
over 1,000 computers to 
families in need.  He started 
the company when he was 9 
years old!



Jacob today
Brown University 
doctoral student 
Jacob Komar, left, 
showed Sen. Jack 
Reed an implantable, 
wireless, 
rechargeable device 
that detects brain 
activity and converts 
it into digital 
commands, allowing 
patients with severe 
paralysis to control a 
computer using  
thoughts. 



Baum’s Study of Using Enrichment Triad 
Model with Students with 2E Students

Creative Type III studies, 
when used with 2E 
students was associated 
with: 

l Improved behavior
l Ability to self-regulate 

and focus time on task
l Higher self-esteem and  
l Better learning outcomes



SEM opportunities reduce 
underachievement

When gifted students  
underachieve, 
enrichment makes a 
difference--82% of 
underachievers 
reversed their 
underachievement
(Baum, Hebert, and Renzulli). 



l Kylie’s interests were art and 
science and she fell in love with 
ladybugs during a school science 
project. “In Mrs. Ditto’s class I learned 
that ladybugs are the coolest thing 
around,” says Kylie. “Since my friends 
liked them too, I invented a game 
about them. It’s fun for me to know that 
other kids love my game too.”



l In first grade Kylie Copenhagen 
invented a board game about ladybugs 
for a school science project. Today, 
“The Ladybug Game” is consistently 
one of the top-selling games at 
Target.com, where it competes with 
thousands of other games and puzzles. 
“The Ladybug Game” has also been 
a bestseller at some of the nation's 
largest retailers including Target 
and Toys R Us.



Type II:How-To Books

How to create stylised game artwork
https://www.creativebloq.com/how-
to/how-to-create-stylised-game-
artwork





These creative learning 
opportunities DO NOT have 
occur without sustained 
time/participation pursuing 
enrichment/strength-based 
opportunities. 



What are the benefits of Talent 
Development/Strength-based Education?

• TIME for students to create and pursue interests



Exposure to topics they may learn to love 
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Chances to 
learn about 
their talents 
and strengths



What
can you do?

• Virtual field trips 
to the best art 
museums in the 
world





Egypt

Teacher Use – Teaching a unit on Ancient Egypt



What is a Strength-based, Talent-focused 
Approach ?

Educational experiences designed to align with 
students’ strengths, interests, and talents.

– Leveraging strengths for skill development
– Engaging students in the curriculum 
– Allowing and celebrate different expressions 

to assess learning 
– Looking for and nurturing strengths, interests  

and talents in their own right



• Differentiate and challenge
• Compact Curriculum
• Renzulli Learning Virtual 

Field Trips
• Creativity Training
• Future Problem Solving
• Projects
• Enrichment Clusters
• Enrichment in your 

classrooms 



Enjoyment

Engagement

Enthusiasm



ENRICHMENT PEDAGOGY
• Critical/Creative Thinking & Problem Solving
• Creative Productivity
• Independent Study
• Depth and Complexity
• Small Group Advanced Explorations
• Differentiated Instruction Targeted to Needs
• Adjusting to Affective Differences
• Support for Social Emotional Needs
• High level Questioning Skills
• Embracing Challenge and Supported Struggle
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Teacher’s Toolkit for 2E Kids
✪ Understand your 2E students’ profiles of strengths and deficits
✪ Show your 2E students that you care about them—make sure 

that they feel safe, respected, and valued (even liked it it is 
authentic)

✪ Shift your teaching practices away from a deficit-focus to a 
strength-based, talent focused approach, by
✫ Organizing learning opportunities in ways that fit their academic and needs (unique brain 

wiring) (if a student needs to move to learn, let them move)
✫ Providing options for creative work that enable students to choose how they can 

communicate what they have learned
✫ Finding ways to help your 2E students access the curriculum in ways that align to their 

strengths and interests, while avoiding a complete focus on problematic weaknesses (if 
they can’t take notes, give them the notes)

✪ Provide talent development opportunities and let your students 
enjoy part of each day doing these.



What Can You Do?
✬Build opportunities for enjoyment and talent development into 

every day
✬Ask yourself—how can I make this lesson or unit more 

enjoyable? How can I integrate students’ strengths?
✬Expose your students to important ideas and concepts 
✬Encourage some students to go further and deeper if they are 

interested
✬Peak some of your students’ interests
✬Encourage effort, focus and a love of learning.  
✬Make an academic memory that will last
✬Provide something for your students to tell their parents or 

guardians when they go home each night
✬Develop and encourage strengths



Joseph Renzulli

“I view our work in talent development in education as a war 

against educational mediocrity, conformity, and the societal 
institutions that knowingly or unknowingly contribute to the 
suppression of creativity, social justice, and the liberation 

of the human mind and spirit. I view myself as a soldier in 
this war, and there are still many battles to be fought 
before we achieve the equity that talented and creative 
children and students need and deserve. Schools should 

be places for talent development and all students should 
have the right and the time to develop their talents.”


